


This blade consists fine, single needles arran-
ged closely to each other , in a way that creates 
U-shaped row. Due to its shape, this blade is 
perfect for drawing curvy hairs, and is often  the 
top choice by  microblading artists because of 
the effect it creates. 

Bold Blade is a 16 pin extremely precise blade 
with needles arranged in a unique shape, which 
makes it the perfect go-to needle for natural like 
strokes with various styles.  Use the longer side 
of the blade to create normal strokes and the 
short side for achieving very short connected 
strokes. While using the blade switch sides for 
creating the desired strokes and combine both 
different effects into one flawless look.

11 thin needles microblading blade which
creates thin to medium thickness hair strokes.
Durable and flexible, easy to work with.

The first microblading blade made of 304 me-
dical stainless steel of highest quality,  extreme 
sharpness enables creation of exceptionally thin 
strokes. Thinner needles provide higher flexibi-
lity, enlarged distance between needles facilita-
tes filling the pigment.
Perfect for very precise, crisp and clear,
extremely natural looking strokes. 

STAINLESS STEEL 0.18

16 PINS

NOT ALL HEROES WEAR CAPES

some have blades

PHI BLADE U 304

PHI 11 BLADE

PHI 18 U BLADE

PHI BOLD BLADE

Phi Products - making a world difference since day one!
Phi Blades complete guide - How to make the most out of it.



14 thin needles microblading blade which creates 
thin to medium thickness hair strokes.
Can be used to draw longer and wider hairs which 
combined with other blades effect  can re-create 
extremely accurate natural like eyebrow effect.

SHADING BLADE

DOUBLE FLAT

DOUBLE FLAT

ROUND OMBRE

PHI 3 round blade is ideal for delivering a
shading effect at the space betwen strokes and 
front of eyebrows. Very flexible, precise and easy 
to work with. Creates very natural like shading 
dots.

Ideal for biger space shading and colour distri-
bution (spine, ombre, blending the color, great 
to create definition around the edges like at the 
inner/outer arch). Compared to the 9 double 
flat, it is slightly bigger and covers a wider area, 
making the color application process go faster.

9 DOUBLE FLAT BLADE  is ideal for biger space 
shading and  colour distribution (spine, ombre, 
blending the color, great to create definition 
around the edges like at the inner/outer arch).

5 round thin needles blade formation,
easy to ceate soft shadow between the strokes.
Compared to the 3R, it is slightly bigger and
covers a wider area.

36 Pin Slanted Round Shading Blade which 
creates a gradient, natural ombré effect.  Ideal 
for manual OmbreShading technique/Powder 
brow effect. Due to its unique shape slanted 
on an angle, instead of the usual flat and round 
configuration, it creates very natural shading 
dots effect more eaisly, as you can flexibly  
work it to even delicate brow areas.

PHI 14 BLADE

PHI 5 ROUND BLADE

PHI 15 BLADE

PHI 3 ROUND BLADE

PHI 9 BLADE

PHI 36 BLADE



Unique formation Blade made of #38 four rows 
needles, intended to achieve rapid coloring and 
shading effect. The blade has flat shape and is 
crafted with unique needles style, with a coar-
se tail and soft front, which deliver very natural 
shading effect, at the same time being easy to 
control and with excellent stability. Great for 
completing areas of the eyebrow that need 
more coverage.
Suitable only for PHIGLOW HOLDER.

7 pins flat shader blade with excellent stability 
and precision. It is sharp and elastic, delivering 
very smooth and natural shading effect, even 
for delicate areas. Capable of very fine shading 
and details.

19Pins Needle is a sharp and durable blade 
made of #19 three rows needles, intended 
to add some depth and dimension to the 
eyebrows, great for a smooth deposit of co-
lor creating ombré and shading effect. It also 
works great for filling in sparse areas. 19 shader 
blade is used to add some definition at the base 
of the brow, while keeping crisp strokes at the 
edges. 

21 round needle provides fast shading or soft 
powder effect, with  extremely precise defini-
tion.  It can be used for ombre/shading  brows 
alone or can be combined with hair strokes as 
well.  You can use this blade for areas where 
you need to shade the eyebrow quickly and 
efficiently.

Shading  12 pins blade with 4 Rows of 3 Round ne-
edles, with extremely high elasticity and flexibility. 
The unique created spaces in between needles 
give extremely good looking natural dots effect 
of the shading. This blade provides much faster 
operation of coloring resulting with very sublte 
shading effect at the same time. Easy to operate, 
high effiency, less skin trauma.

PHI 38 PINS BLADE

PHI 3R 4 BUNCH  BLADE

PHI 7 PINS BLADE

PHI 21 ROUND BLADE

PHI 19 PINS BLADE

SHADING BLADE

SHADING BLADE

SHADING BLADE


